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42. Nero meanwhile availed himself of his country's desolation, and erected a 

mansion in which the jewels and gold, long familiar objects, quite vulgarised by our 

extravagance, were not so marvelous as the fields and lakes, with woods on one side 

to resemble a wilderness, and, on the other, open spaces and extensive views. The 

directors and contrivers of the work were Severus and Celer, who had the genius and 

the audacity to attempt by art even what nature had refused, and to fool away an 

emperor's resources. They had actually undertaken to sink a navigable canal from the 

lake Avernus to the mouths of the Tiber along a barren shore or through the face of 

hills, where one meets with no moisture which could supply water, except the 

Pomptine marshes. The rest of the country is broken rock and perfectly dry. Even if it 

could be cut through, the labour would be intolerable, and there would be no adequate 

result. Nero, however, with his love of the impossible, endeavoured to dig through the 

nearest hills to Avernus, and there still remain the traces of his disappointed hope. 

43. Of Rome meanwhile, so much as was left unoccupied by his mansion, was not 

built up, as it had been after its burning by the Gauls, without any regularity or in any 

fashion, but with rows of streets according to measurement, with broad thoroughfares, 

with a restriction on the height of houses, with open spaces, and the further addition 

of colonnades, as a protection to the frontage of the blocks of tenements. These 

colonnades Nero promised to erect at his own expense, and to hand over the open 

spaces, when cleared of the debris, to the ground landlords. He also offered rewards 

proportioned to each person's position and property, and prescribed a period within 



which they were to obtain them on the completion of so many houses or blocks of 

building. He fixed on the marshes of Ostia for the reception of the rubbish, and 

arranged that the ships which had brought up corn by the Tiber, should sail down the 

river with cargoes of this rubbish. The buildings themselves, to a certain height, were 

to be solidly constructed, without wooden beams, of stone from Gabii or Alba, that 

material being impervious to fire. And to provide that the water which individual 

license had illegally appropriated, might flow in greater abundance in several places 

for the public use, officers were appointed, and everyone was to have in the open 

court the means of stopping a fire. Every building, too, was to be enclosed by its own 

proper wall, not by one common to others. These changes which were liked for their 

utility, also added beauty to the new city. Some, however, thought that its old 

arrangement had been more conducive to health, inasmuch as the narrow streets with 

the elevation of the roofs were not equally penetrated by the sun's heat, while now the 

open space, unsheltered by any shade, was scorched by a fiercer glow. 

44. Such indeed were the precautions of human wisdom. The next thing was to seek 

means of propitiating the gods, and recourse was had to the Sibylline books, by the 

direction of which prayers were offered to Vulcanus, Ceres, and Proserpina. Juno, too, 

was entreated by the matrons, first, in the Capitol, then on the nearest part of the 

coast, whence water was procured to sprinkle the fane and image of the goddess. And 

there were sacred banquets and nightly vigils celebrated by married women. But all 

human efforts, all the lavish gifts of the emperor, and the propitiations of the gods, did 

not banish the sinister belief that the conflagration was the result of an order. 

Consequently, to get rid of the report, Nero fastened the guilt and inflicted the most 

exquisite tortures on a class hated for their abominations, called Christians by the 

populace. Christus, from whom the name had its origin, suffered the extreme penalty 



during the reign of Tiberius at the hands of one of our procurators, Pontius Pilatus, 

and a most mischievous superstition, thus checked for the moment, again broke out 

not only in Judaea, the first source of the evil, but even in Rome, where all things 

hideous and shameful from every part of the world find their centre and become 

popular. Accordingly, an arrest was first made of all who pleaded guilty; then, upon 

their information, an immense multitude was convicted, not so much of the crime of 

firing the city, as of hatred against mankind. Mockery of every sort was added to their 

deaths. Covered with the skins of beasts, they were torn by dogs and perished, or were 

nailed to crosses, or were doomed to the flames and burnt, to serve as a nightly 

illumination, when daylight had expired. Nero offered his gardens for the spectacle, 

and was exhibiting a show in the circus, while he mingled with the people in the dress 

of a charioteer or stood aloft on a car. Hence, even for criminals who deserved 

extreme and exemplary punishment, there arose a feeling of compassion; for it was 

not, as it seemed, for the public good, but to glut one man's cruelty, that they were 

being destroyed. 

45. Meanwhile Italy was thoroughly exhausted by contributions of money, the 

provinces were ruined, as also the allied nations and the free states, as they were 

called. Even the gods fell victims to the plunder; for the temples in Rome were 

despoiled and the gold carried off, which, for a triumph or a vow, the Roman people 

in every age had consecrated in their prosperity or their alarm. Throughout Asia and 

Achaia not only votive gifts, but the images of deities were seized, Acratus and 

Secundus Carinas having been sent into those provinces. The first was a freedman 

ready for any wickedness; the latter, as far as speech went, was thoroughly trained in 

Greek learning, but he had not imbued his heart with sound principles. Seneca, it was 

said, to avert from himself the obloquy of sacrilege, begged for the seclusion of a 



remote rural retreat, and, when it was refused, feigning ill health, as though he had a 

nervous ailment, would not quit his chamber. According to some writers, poison was 

prepared for him at Nero's command by his own freedman, whose name was 

Cleonicus. This Seneca avoided through the freedman's disclosure, or his own 

apprehension, while he used to support life on the very simple diet of wild fruits, with 

water from a running stream when thirst prompted. 

46. During the same time some gladiators in the town of Praeneste, who attempted to 

break loose, were put down by a military guard stationed on the spot to watch them, 

and the people, ever desirous and yet fearful of change, began at once to talk of 

Spartacus, and of bygone calamities. Soon afterwards, tidings of a naval disaster was 

received, but not from war, for never had there been so profound a peace. Nero, 

however, had ordered the fleet to return to Campania on a fixed day, without making 

any allowance for the dangers of the sea. Consequently the pilots, in spite of the fury 

of the waves, started from Formiae, and while they were struggling to double the 

promontory of Misenum, they were dashed by a violent south-west wind on the 

shores of Cumae, and lost, in all directions, a number of their triremes with some 

smaller vessels. 

47. At the close of the year people talked much about prodigies, presaging impending 

evils. Never were lightning flashes more frequent, and a comet too appeared, for 

which Nero always made propitiation with noble blood. Human and other births with 

two heads were exposed to public view, or were discovered in those sacrifices in 

which it is usual to immolate victims in a pregnant condition. And in the district of 

Placentia, close to the road, a calf was born with its head attached to its leg. Then 

followed an explanation of the diviners, that another head was preparing for the 



world, which however would be neither mighty nor hidden, as its growth had been 

checked in the womb, and it had been born by the wayside. 

48. Silius Nerva and Atticus Vestinus then entered on the consulship, and now a 

conspiracy was planned, and at once became formidable, for which senators, knights, 

soldiers, even women, had given their names with eager rivalry, out of hatred of Nero 

as well as a liking for Caius Piso. A descendant of the Calpurnian house, and 

embracing in his connections through his father's noble rank many illustrious families, 

Piso had a splendid reputation with the people from his virtue or semblance of virtue. 

His eloquence he exercised in the defence of fellow-citizens, his generosity towards 

friends, while even for strangers he had a courteous address and demeanour. He had, 

too, the fortuitous advantages of tall stature and a handsome face. But solidity of 

character and moderation in pleasure were wholly alien to him. He indulged in laxity, 

in display, and occasionally in excess. This suited the taste of that numerous class 

who, when the attractions of vice are so powerful, do not wish for strictness or special 

severity on the throne. 

49. The origin of the conspiracy was not in Piso's personal ambition. But I could not 

easily narrate who first planned it, or whose prompting inspired a scheme into which 

so many entered. That the leading spirits were Subrius Flavus, tribune of a praetorian 

cohort, and Sulpicius Asper, a centurion, was proved by the fearlessness of their 

death. Lucanus Annaeus, too, and Plautius Lateranus, imported into it an intensely 

keen resentment. Lucanus had the stimulus of personal motives, for Nero tried to 

disparage the fame of his poems and, with the foolish vanity of a rival, had forbidden 

him to publish them. As for Lateranus, a consul-elect, it was no wrong, but love of the 

State which linked him with the others. Flavius Scaevinus and Afranius Quintianus, 

on the other hand, both of senatorian rank, contrary to what was expected of them, 



undertook the beginning of this daring crime. Scaevinus, indeed, had enfeebled his 

mind by excess, and his life, accordingly, was one of sleepy languor. Quintianus, 

infamous for his effeminate vice, had been satirised by Nero in a lampoon, and was 

bent on avenging the insult. 

 

50. So, while they dropped hints among themselves or among their friends about the 

emperor's crimes, the approaching end of empire, and the importance of choosing 

some one to rescue the State in its distress, they associated with them Tullius Senecio, 

Cervarius Proculus, Vulcatius Araricus, Julius Augurinus, Munatius Gratus, Antonius 

Natalis, and Marcius Festus, all Roman knights. Of these Senecio, one of those who 

was specially intimate with Nero, still kept up a show of friendship, and had 

consequently to struggle with all the more dangers. Natalis shared with Piso all his 

secret plans. The rest built their hopes on revolution. Besides Subrius and Sulpicius, 

whom I have already mentioned, they invited the aid of military strength, of Gavius 

Silvanus and Statius Proximus, tribunes of praetorian cohorts, and of two centurions, 

Maximus Scaurus and Venetus Paulus. But their mainstay, it was thought, was 

Faenius Rufus, the commander of the guard, a man of esteemed life and character, to 

whom Tigellinus with his brutality and shamelessness was superior in the emperor's 

regard. He harassed him with calumnies, and had often put him in terror by hinting 

that he had been Agrippina's paramour, and from sorrow at her loss was intent on 

vengeance. And so, when the conspirators were assured by his own repeated language 

that the commander of the praetorian guard had come over to their side, they once 

more eagerly discussed the time and place of the fatal deed. It was said that Subrius 

Flavus had formed a sudden resolution to attack Nero when singing on the stage, or 

when his house was in flames and he was running hither and thither, unattended, in 



the darkness. In the one case was the opportunity of solitude; in the other, the very 

crowd which would witness so glorious a deed, had roused a singularly noble soul; it 

was only the desire of escape, that foe to all great enterprises, which held him back. 

51. Meanwhile, as they hesitated in prolonged suspense between hope and fear, a 

certain Epicharis (how she informed herself is uncertain, as she had never before had 

a thought of anything noble) began to stir and upbraid the conspirators. Wearied at 

last of their long delay, she endeavoured, when staying in Campania, to shake the 

loyalty of the officers of the fleet at Misenum, and to entangle them in a guilty 

complicity. She began thus. There was a captain in the fleet, Volusius Proculus, who 

had been one of Nero's instruments in his mother's murder, and had not, as he thought, 

been promoted in proportion to the greatness of his crime. Either, as an old 

acquaintance of the woman, or on the strength of a recent intimacy, he divulged to her 

his services to Nero and their barren result to himself, adding complaints, and his 

determination to have vengeance, should the chance arise. He thus inspired the hope 

that he could be persuaded, and could secure many others. No small help was to be 

found in the fleet, and there would be numerous opportunities, as Nero delighted in 

frequent enjoyment of the sea off Puteoli and Misenum. Epicharis accordingly said 

more, and began the history of all the emperor's crimes. "The Senate," she affirmed, 

"had no power left it; yet means had been provided whereby he might pay the penalty 

of having destroyed the State. Only let Proculus gird himself to do his part and bring 

over to their side his bravest soldiers, and then look for an adequate recompense." The 

conspirators' names, however, she withheld. Consequently the information of 

Proculus was useless, even though he reported what he had heard to Nero. For 

Epicharis being summoned and confronted with the informer easily silenced him, 



unsupported as he was by a single witness. But she was herself detained in custody, 

for Nero suspected that even what was not proved to be true, was not wholly false. 

52. The conspirators, however, alarmed by the fear of disclosure, resolved to hurry on 

the assassination at Baiae, in Piso's villa, whither the emperor, charmed by its 

loveliness, often went, and where, unguarded and without the cumbrous grandeur of 

his rank, he would enjoy the bath and the banquet. But Piso refused, alleging the 

odium of an act which would stain with an emperor's blood, however bad he might 

be, the sanctity of the hospitable board and the deities who preside over it. "Better," 

he said, "in the capital, in that hateful mansion which was piled up with the plunder of 

the citizens, or in public, to accomplish what on the State's behalf they had 

undertaken." So he said openly, with however a secret apprehension that Lucius 

Silanus might, on the strength of his distinguished rank and the teachings of Caius 

Cassius, under whom he had been trained, aspire to any greatness and seize an 

empire, which would be promptly offered him by all who had no part in the 

conspiracy, and who would pity Nero as the victim of a crime. Many thought that Piso 

shunned also the enterprising spirit of Vestinus, the consul, who might, he feared, rise 

up in the cause of freedom, or, by choosing another emperor, make the State his own 

gift. Vestinus, indeed, had no share in the conspiracy, though Nero on that charge 

gratified an old resentment against an innocent man. 

53. At last they decided to carry out their design on that day of the circus games, 

which is celebrated in honour of Ceres, as the emperor, who seldom went out, and 

shut himself up in his house or gardens, used to go to the entertainments of the circus, 

and access to him was the easier from his keen enjoyment of the spectacle. They had 

so arranged the order of the plot, that Lateranus was to throw himself at the prince's 

knees in earnest entreaty, apparently craving relief for his private necessities, and, 



being a man of strong nerve and huge frame, hurl him to the ground and hold him 

down. When he was prostrate and powerless, the tribunes and centurions and all the 

others who had sufficient daring were to rush up and do the murder, the first blow 

being claimed by Scaevinus, who had taken a dagger from the Temple of Safety, or, 

according to another account, from that of Fortune, in the town of Ferentum, and used 

to wear the weapon as though dedicated to some noble deed. Piso, meanwhile, was 

wait in the sanctuary of Ceres, whence he was to be summoned by Faenius, the 

commander of the guard, and by the others, and then conveyed into the camp, 

accompanied by Antonia, the daughter of Claudius Caesar, with a view to evoke the 

people's enthusiasm. So it is related by Caius Pliny. Handed down from whatever 

source, I had no intention of suppressing it, however absurd it may seem, either that 

Antonia should have lent her name at her life's peril to a hopeless project, or that Piso, 

with his well-known affection for his wife, should have pledged himself to another 

marriage, but for the fact that the lust of dominion inflames the heart more than any 

other passion. 

54. It was however wonderful how among people of different class, rank, age, sex, 

among rich and poor, everything was kept in secrecy till betrayal began from the 

house of Scaevinus. The day before the treacherous attempt, after a long conversation 

with Antonius Natalis, Scaevinus returned home, sealed his will, and, drawing from 

its sheath the dagger of which I have already spoken, and complaining that it was 

blunted from long disuse, he ordered it to be sharpened on a stone to a keen and bright 

point. This task he assigned to his freedman Milichus. At the same time sat down to a 

more than usually sumptuous banquet, and gave his favourite slaves their freedom, 

and money to others. He was himself depressed, and evidently in profound thought, 

though he affected gaiety in desultory conversation. Last of all, he directed ligatures 



for wounds and the means of stanching blood to be prepared by the same Milichus, 

who either knew of the conspiracy and was faithful up to this point, or was in 

complete ignorance and then first caught suspicions, as most authors have inferred 

from what followed. For when his servile imagination dwelt on the rewards of 

perfidy, and he saw before him at the same moment boundless wealth and power, 

conscience and care for his patron's life, together with the remembrance of the 

freedom he had received, fled from him. From his wife, too, he had adopted a 

womanly and yet baser suggestion; for she even held over him a dreadful thought, that 

many had been present, both freedmen and slaves, who had seen what he had; that 

one man's silence would be useless, whereas the rewards would be for him alone who 

was first with the information. 

55. Accordingly at daybreak Milichus went to the Servilian gardens, and, finding the 

doors shut against him, said again and again that he was the bearer of important and 

alarming news. Upon this he was conducted by the gatekeepers to one of Nero's 

freedmen, Epaphroditus, and by him to Nero, whom he informed of the urgent danger, 

of the formidable conspiracy, and of all else which he had heard or inferred. He 

showed him too the weapon prepared for his destruction, and bade him summon the 

accused. Scaevinus on being arrested by the soldiers began his defence with the reply 

that the dagger about which he was accused, had of old been regarded with a religious 

sentiment by his ancestors, that it had been kept in his chamber, and been stolen by a 

trick of his freedman. He had often, he said, signed his will without heeding the 

observance of particular days, and had previously given presents of money as well as 

freedom to some of his slaves, only on this occasion he gave more freely, because, as 

his means were now impoverished and his creditors were pressing him, he distrusted 

the validity of his will. Certainly his table had always been profusely furnished, and 



his life luxurious, such as rigid censors would hardly approve. As to the bandages for 

wounds, none had been prepared at his order, but as all the man's other charges were 

absurd, he added an accusation in which he might make himself alike informer and 

witness. 

56. He backed up his words by an air of resolution. Turning on his accuser, he 

denounced him as an infamous and depraved wretch, with so fearless a voice and look 

that the information was beginning to collapse, when Milichus was reminded by his 

wife that Antonious Natalis had had a long secret conversation with Scaevinus, and 

that both were Piso's intimate friends. Natalis was therefore summoned, and they were 

separately asked what the conversation was, and what was its subject. Then a 

suspicion arose because their answers did not agree, and they were both put in irons. 

They could not endure the sight and the threat of torture. Natalis however, taking the 

initiative, knowing as he did more of the whole conspiracy, and being also more 

practised in accusing, first confessed about Piso, next added the name of Annaeus 

Seneca, either as having been a messenger between him and Piso, or to win the favour 

of Nero, who hated Seneca and sought every means for his ruin. Then Scaevinus too, 

when he knew the disclosure of Natalis, with like pusillanimity, or under the 

impression that everything now divulged, and that there could be no advantage in 

silence, revealed the other conspirators. Of these, Lucanus, Quintianus, and Senecio 

long persisted in denial; after a time, when bribed by the promise of impunity, 

anxious to excuse their reluctance, Lucanus named his mother Atilla, Quintianus and 

Senecio, their chief friends, respectively, Glitius Gallus and Annius Pollio. 

57. Nero, meanwhile, remembering that Epicharis was in custody on the information 

of Volusius Proculus, and assuming that a woman's frame must be unequal to the 

agony, ordered her to be torn on the rack. But neither the scourge nor fire, nor the fury 



of the men as they increased the torture that they might not be a woman's scorn, 

overcame her positive denial of the charge. Thus the first day's inquiry was futile. On 

the morrow, as she was being dragged back on a chair to the same torments (for with 

her limbs all dislocated she could not stand), she tied a band, which she had stript off 

her bosom, in a sort of noose to the arched back of the chair, put her neck in it, and 

then straining with the whole weight of her body, wrung out of her frame its little 

remaining breath. All the nobler was the example set by a freedwoman at such a crisis 

in screening strangers and those whom she hardly knew, when freeborn men, Roman 

knights, and senators, yet unscathed by torture, betrayed, every one, his dearest 

kinsfolk. For even Lucanus and Senecio and Quintianus failed not to reveal their 

accomplices indiscriminately, and Nero was more and more alarmed, though he had 

fenced his person with a largely augmented guard. 

58. Even Rome itself he put, so to say, under custody, garrisoning its walls with 

companies of soldiers and occupying with troops the coast and the river-banks. 

Incessantly were there flying through the public places, through private houses, 

country fields, and the neighbouring villages, horse and foot soldiers, mixed with 

Germans, whom the emperor trusted as being foreigners. In long succession, troops of 

prisoners in chains were dragged along and stood at the gates of his gardens. When 

they entered to plead their cause, a smile of joy on any of the conspirators, a casual 

conversation, a sudden meeting, or the fact of having entered a banquet or a public 

show in company, was construed into a crime, while to the savage questionings of 

Nero and Tigellinus were added the violent menaces of Faenius Rufus, who had not 

yet been named by the informers, but who, to get the credit of complete ignorance, 

frowned fiercely on his accomplices. When Subius Flavus at his side asked him by a 

sign whether he should draw his sword in the middle of the trial and perpetrate the 



fatal deed, Rufus refused, and checked the man's impulse as he was putting his hand 

to his sword-hilt. 

59. Some there were who, as soon as the conspiracy was betrayed, urged Piso, while 

Milichus' story was being heard, and Scaevinus was hesitating, to go to the camp or 

mount the Rostra and test the feelings of the soldiers and of the people. "If," said they, 

"your accomplices join your enterprise, those also who are yet undecided, will follow, 

and great will be the fame of the movement once started, and this in any new scheme 

is all-powerful. Against it Nero has taken no precaution. Even brave men are 

dismayed by sudden perils; far less will that stageplayer, with Tigellinus forsooth and 

his concubines in his train, raise arms against you. Many things are accomplished on 

trial which cowards think arduous. It is vain to expect secrecy and fidelity from the 

varying tempers and bodily constitutions of such a host of accomplices. Torture or 

reward can overcome everything. Men will soon come to put you also in chains and 

inflict on you an ignominious death. How much more gloriously will you die while 

you cling to the State and invoke aid for liberty. Rather let the soldiers fail, the people 

be traitors, provided that you, if prematurely robbed of life, justify your death to your 

ancestors and descendants." Unmoved by these considerations, Piso showed himself a 

few moments in public, then sought the retirement of his house, and there fortified his 

spirit against the worst, till a troop of soldiers arrived, raw recruits, or men recently 

enlisted, whom Nero had selected, because he was afraid of the veterans, imbued, 

though they were, with a liking for him. Piso expired by having the veins in his arms 

severed. His will, full of loathsome flatteries of Nero, was a concession to his love of 

his wife, a base woman, with only a beautiful person to recommend her, whom he had 

taken away from her husband, one of his friends. Her name was Atria Galla; that of 



her former husband, Domitius Silus. The tame spirit of the man, the profligacy of the 

woman, blazoned Piso's infamy. 

60. In quick succession Nero added the murder of Plautius Lateranus, consul-elect, so 

promptly that he did not allow him to embrace his children or to have the brief choice 

of his own death. He was dragged off to a place set apart for the execution of slaves, 

and butchered by the hand of the tribune Statius, maintaining a resolute silence, and 

not reproaching the tribune with complicity in the plot. Then followed the destruction 

of Annaeus Seneca, a special joy to the emperor, not because he had convicted him of 

the conspiracy, but anxious to accomplish with the sword what poison had failed to 

do. It was, in fact, Natalis alone who divulged Seneca's name, to this extent, that he 

had been sent to Seneca when ailing, to see him and remonstrate with him for 

excluding Piso from his presence, when it would have been better to have kept up 

their friendship by familiar intercourse; that Seneca's reply was that mutual 

conversations and frequent interviews were to the advantage of neither, but still that 

his own life depended on Piso's safety. Gavius Silvanus, tribune of a praetorian 

cohort, was ordered to report this to Seneca and to ask him whether he acknowledged 

what Natalis said and his own answer. Either by chance or purposely Seneca had 

returned on that day from Campania, and had stopped at a countryhouse four miles 

from Rome. Thither the tribune came next evening, surrounded the house with troops 

of soldiers, and then made known the emperor's message to Seneca as he was at 

dinner with his wife, Pompeia Paulina, and two friends. 

61. Seneca replied that Natalis had been sent to him and had complained to him in 

Piso's name because of his refusal to see Piso, upon which he excused himself on the 

ground of failing health and the desire of rest. "He had no reason," he said, for 

"preferring the interest of any private citizen to his own safety, and he had no natural 



aptitude for flattery. No one knew this better than Nero, who had oftener experienced 

Seneca's freespokenness than his servility." When the tribune reported this answer in 

the presence of Poppaea and Tigellinus, the emperor's most confidential advisers in 

his moments of rage, he asked whether Seneca was meditating suicide. Upon this the 

tribune asserted that he saw no signs of fear, and perceived no sadness in his words or 

in his looks. He was accordingly ordered to go back and to announce sentence of 

death. Fabius Rusticus tells us that he did not return the way he came, but went out of 

his course to Faenius, the commander of the guard, and having explained to him the 

emperor's orders, and asked whether he was to obey them, was by him admonished to 

carry them out, for a fatal spell of cowardice was on them all. For this very Silvanus 

was one of the conspirators, and he was now abetting the crimes which he had united 

with them to avenge. But he spared himself the anguish of a word or of a look, and 

merely sent in to Seneca one of his centurions, who was to announce to him his last 

doom. 

62. Seneca, quite unmoved, asked for tablets on which to inscribe his will, and, on the 

centurion's refusal, turned to his friends, protesting that as he was forbidden to requite 

them, he bequeathed to them the only, but still the noblest possession yet remaining to 

him, the pattern of his life, which, if they remembered, they would win a name for 

moral worth and steadfast friendship. At the same time he called them back from their 

tears to manly resolution, now with friendly talk, and now with the sterner language 

of rebuke. "Where," he asked again and again, "are your maxims of philosophy, or the 

preparation of so many years' study against evils to come? Who knew not Nero's 

cruelty? After a mother's and a brother's murder, nothing remains but to add the 

destruction of a guardian and a tutor." 



63. Having spoken these and like words, meant, so to say, for all, he embraced his 

wife; then softening awhile from the stern resolution of the hour, he begged and 

implored her to spare herself the burden of perpetual sorrow, and, in the 

contemplation of a life virtuously spent, to endure a husband's loss with honourable 

consolations. She declared, in answer, that she too had decided to die, and claimed for 

herself the blow of the executioner. There upon Seneca, not to thwart her noble 

ambition, from an affection too which would not leave behind him for insult one 

whom he dearly loved, replied: "I have shown you ways of smoothing life; you prefer 

the glory of dying. I will not grudge you such a noble example. Let the fortitude of so 

courageous an end be alike in both of us, but let there be more in your decease to win 

fame." Then by one and the same stroke they sundered with a dagger the arteries of 

their arms. Seneca, as his aged frame, attenuated by frugal diet, allowed the blood to 

escape but slowly, severed also the veins of his legs and knees. Worn out by cruel 

anguish, afraid too that his sufferings might break his wife's spirit, and that, as he 

looked on her tortures, he might himself sink into irresolution, he persuaded her to 

retire into another chamber. Even at the last moment his eloquence failed him not; he 

summoned his secretaries, and dictated much to them which, as it has been published 

for all readers in his own words, I forbear to paraphrase. 

64. Nero meanwhile, having no personal hatred against Paulina and not wishing to 

heighten the odium of his cruelty, forbade her death. At the soldiers' prompting, her 

slaves and freedmen bound up her arms, and stanched the bleeding, whether with her 

knowledge is doubtful. For as the vulgar are ever ready to think the worst, there were 

persons who believed that, as long as she dreaded Nero's relentlessness, she sought 

the glory of sharing her husband's death, but that after a time, when a more soothing 

prospect presented itself, she yielded to the charms of life. To this she added a few 



subsequent years, with a most praise worthy remembrance of her husband, and with a 

countenance and frame white to a degree of pallor which denoted a loss of much vital 

energy. Seneca meantime, as the tedious process of death still lingered on, begged 

Statius Annaeus, whom he had long esteemed for his faithful friendship and medical 

skill, to produce a poison with which he had some time before provided himself, same 

drug which extinguished the life of those who were condemned by a public sentence 

of the people of Athens. It was brought to him and he drank it in vain, chilled as he 

was throughout his limbs, and his frame closed against the efficacy of the poison. At 

last he entered a pool of heated water, from which he sprinkled the nearest of his 

slaves, adding the exclamation, "I offer this liquid as a libation to Jupiter the 

Deliverer." He was then carried into a bath, with the steam of which he was 

suffocated, and he was burnt without any of the usual funeral rites. So he had directed 

in a codicil of his will, when even in the height of his wealth and power he was 

thinking of his life's close. 

65. There was a rumour that Sabrius Flavus had held a secret consultation with the 

centurions, and had planned, not without Seneca's knowledge, that when Nero had 

been slain by Piso's instrumentality, Piso also was to be murdered, and the empire 

handed over to Seneca, as a man singled out for his splendid virtues by all persons of 

integrity. Even a saying of Flavus was popularly current, "that it mattered not as to the 

disgrace if a harp-player were removed and a tragic actor succeeded him." For as 

Nero used to sing to the harp, so did Piso in the dress of a tragedian. 

66. The soldiers' part too in the conspiracy no longer escaped discovery, some in their 

rage becoming informers to betray Faenius Rufus, whom they could not endure to be 

both an accomplice and a judge. Accordingly Scaevinus, in answer to his browbeating 

and menaces, said with a smile that no one knew more than he did, and actually urged 



him to show gratitude to so good a prince. Faenius could not meet this with either 

speech or silence. Halting in his words and visibly terror-stricken, while the rest, 

especially Cervarius Proculus, a Roman knight, did their utmost to convict him, he 

was, at the emperor's bidding, seized and bound by Cassius, a soldier, who because of 

his well-known strength of limb was in attendance. 

67. Shortly afterwards, the information of the same men proved fatal to Subrius 

Flavus. At first he grounded his defence on his moral contrast to the others, implying 

that an armed soldier, like himself, would never have shared such an attempt with 

unarmed and effeminate associates. Then, when he was pressed, he embraced the 

glory of a full confession. Questioned by Nero as to the motives which had led him on 

to forget his oath of allegiance, "I hated you," he replied; "yet not a soldier was more 

loyal to you while you deserved to be loved. I began to hate you when you became 

the murderer of your mother and your wife, a charioteer, an actor, and an incendiary." 

I have given the man's very words, because they were not, like those of Seneca, 

generally published, though the rough and vigorous sentiments of a soldier ought to 

be no less known. Throughout the conspiracy nothing, it was certain, fell with more 

terror on the ears of Nero, who was as unused to be told of the crimes he perpetrated 

as he was eager in their perpetration. The punishment of Flavus was intrusted to 

Veianius Niger, a tribune. At his direction, a pit was dug in a neighbouring field. 

Flavus, on seeing it, censured it as too shallow and confined, saying to the soldiers 

around him, "Even this is not according to military rule." When bidden to offer his 

neck resolutely, "I wish," said he, "that your stroke may be as resolute." The tribune 

trembled greatly, and having only just severed his head at two blows, vaunted his 

brutality to Nero, saying that he had slain him with a blow and a half. 



68. Sulpicius Asper, a centurion, exhibited the next example of fortitude. To Nero's 

question why he had conspired to murder him, he briefly replied that he could not 

have rendered a better service to his infamous career. He then underwent the 

prescribed penalty. Nor did the remaining centurions forget their courage in suffering 

their punishment. But Faenius Rufus had not equal spirit; he even put his laments into 

his will. Nero waited in the hope that Vestinus also, the consul, whom he thought an 

impetuous and deeply disaffected man, would be involved in the charge. None 

however of the conspirators had shared their counsels with him, some from old feuds 

against him, most because they considered him a reckless and dangerous associate. 

Nero's hatred of him had had its origin in intimate companionship, Vestinus seeing 

through and despising the emperor's cowardice, while Nero feared the high spirit of 

his friend, who often bantered him with that rough humour which, when it draws 

largely on facts, leaves a bitter memory behind it. There was too a recent aggravation 

in the circumstance of Vestinus having married Statilia Messalina, without being 

ignorant that the emperor was one of her paramours. 

69. As neither crime nor accuser appeared, Nero, being thus unable to assume the 

semblance of a judge, had recourse to the sheer might of despotism, and despatched 

Gerellanus, a tribune, with a cohort of soldiers, and with orders to forestall the designs 

of the consul, to seize what he might call his fortress, and crush his train of chosen 

youths. For Vestinus had a house towering over the Forum, and a host of handsome 

slaves of the same age. On that day he had performed all his duties as consul, and was 

entertaining some guests, fearless of danger, or perhaps by way of hiding his fears, 

when the soldiers entered and announced to him the tribune's summons. He rose 

without a moment's delay, and every preparation was at once made. He shut himself 

into his chamber; a physician was at his side; his veins were opened; with life still 



strong in him, he was carried into a bath, and plunged into warm water, without 

uttering a word of pity for himself. Meanwhile the guards surrounded those who had 

sat at his table, and it was only at a late hour of the night that they were dismissed, 

when Nero, having pictured to himself and laughed over their terror at the expectation 

of a fatal end to their banquet, said that they had suffered enough punishment for the 

consul's entertainment. 

70. Next he ordered the destruction of Marcus Annaeus Lucanus. As the blood flowed 

freely from him, and he felt a chill creeping through his feet and hands, and the life 

gradually ebbing from his extremities, though the heart was still warm and he retained 

his mental power, Lucanus recalled some poetry he had composed in which he had 

told the story of a wounded soldier dying a similar kind of death, and he recited the 

very lines. These were his last words. After him, Senecio, Quintianus, and Scaevinus 

perished, not in the manner expected from the past effeminacy of their life, and then 

the remaining conspirators, without deed or word deserving record. 

71. Rome all this time was thronged with funerals, the Capitol with sacrificial victims. 

One after another, on the destruction of a brother, a kinsman, or a friend, would return 

thanks to the gods, deck his house with laurels, prostrate himself at the knees of the 

emperor, and weary his hand with kisses. He, in the belief that this was rejoicing, 

rewarded with impunity the prompt informations of Antonius Natalis and Cervarius 

Proculus. Milichus was enriched with gifts and assumed in its Greek equivalent the 

name of Saviour. Of the tribunes, Gavius Silvanus, though acquitted, perished by his 

own hand; Statius Proximus threw away the benefit of the pardon he had accepted 

from the emperor by the folly of his end. Cornelius Martialis, Flavius Nepos, Statius 

Domitius were then deprived of the tribuneship, on the ground, not of actually hating 

the emperor, but of having the credit of it. Novius Priscus, as Seneca's friend, Glitius 



Gallus, and Annius Pollio, as men disgraced rather than convicted, escaped with 

sentences of banishment. Priscus and Gallus were accompanied respectively by their 

wives, Artoria Flaccilla and Egnatia Maximilla. The latter possessed at first a great 

fortune, still unimpaired, and was subsequently deprived of it, both which 

circumstances enhanced her fame. Rufius Crispinus too was banished, on the 

opportune pretext of the conspiracy, but he was in fact hated by Nero, because he had 

once been Poppaea's husband. It was the splendour of their name which drove 

Verginius Flavus and Musonius Rufus into exile. Verginius encouraged the studies of 

our youth by his eloquence; Rufus by the teachings of philosophy. Cluvidienus 

Quietus, Julius Agrippa, Blitius Catulinus, Petronius Priscus, Julius Altinus, mere 

rank and file, so to say, had islands in the Aegean Sea assigned to them. Caedicia, the 

wife of Scaevinus, and Caesonius Maximus were forbidden to live in Italy, their 

penalty being the only proof they had of having been accused. Atilla, the mother of 

Annaeus Lucanus, without either acquittal or punishment, was simply ignored. 

72. All this having been completed, Nero assembled the troops and distributed two 

thousand sesterces to every common soldier, with an addition of as much corn 

without payment, as they had previously the use of at the market price. Then, as if he 

was going to describe successes in war, he summoned the Senate, and awarded 

triumphal honours to Petronius Turpilianus, an ex-consul, to Cocceius Nerva, praetor-

elect, and to Tigellinus, commander of the praetorians. Tigellinus and Nerva he so 

distinguished as to place busts of them in the palace in addition to triumphal statues in 

the Forum. He granted a consul's decorations to Nymphidius, on whose origin, as he 

now appears for the first time, I will briefly touch. For he too will be a part of Rome's 

calamities. The son of a freedwoman, who had prostituted a handsome person among 

the slaves and freedmen of the emperors, he gave out that he was the offspring of 



Caius Caesar, for he happened to be of tall stature and to have a fierce look, or 

possibly Caius Caesar, who liked even harlots, had also amused himself with the 

man's mother. 

73. Nero meanwhile summoned the Senate, addressed them in a speech, and further 

added a proclamation to the people, with the evidence which had been entered on 

records, and the confessions of the condemned. He was indeed perpetually under the 

lash of popular talk, which said that he had destroyed men perfectly innocent out of 

jealousy or fear. However, that a conspiracy was begun, matured, and conclusively 

proved was not doubted at the time by those who took pains to ascertain the truth, and 

is admitted by those who after Nero's death returned to the capital. When every one in 

the Senate, those especially who had most cause to mourn, abased himself in flattery, 

Salienus Clemens denounced Junius Gallio, who was terror-stricken at his brother 

Seneca's death was pleading for his life. He called him an enemy and traitor to the 

State, till the unanimous voice of the senators deterred him from perverting public 

miseries into an occasion for a personal resentment, and thus importing fresh 

bitterness into what by the prince's clemency had been hushed up or forgotten 

74. Then offerings and thanksgivings to the gods were decreed, with special honours 

to the Sun, who has an ancient temple in the circus where the crime was planned, as 

having revealed by his power the secrets of the conspiracy. The games too of Ceres in 

the circus were to be celebrated with more horse-races, and the month of April was to 

be called after the name of Nero. A temple also was to be erected to Safety, on the 

spot whence Scaevinus had taken his dagger. The emperor himself dedicated the 

weapon in the temple of the capital, and inscribed on it, "To Jupiter the Avenger." 

This passed without notice at the moment, but after the war of Julius Vindex it was 

construed as an omen and presage of impending vengeance. I find in the registers of 



the Senate that Cerialis Anicius, consul-elect, proposed a motion that a temple should 

as soon as possible be built at the public expense to the Divine Nero. He implied 

indeed by this proposal that the prince had transcended all mortal grandeur and 

deserved the adoration of mankind. Some however interpreted it as an omen of his 

death, seeing that divine honours are not paid to an emperor till he has ceased to live 

among men. 

 


